Plan a Galactic
Experience!
Give your event a new perspective at the
Coca-Cola Space Science Center. Excite your
guests with a trip to the International Space
Station, interactive exhibits, and more! The
CCSSC provides your guests a memorable
experience in a fun-filled environment.

“The support and cooperation of the CCSSC
staff helped make the event a tremendous
success. The catered meal was delicious and the
environment ideal.”
- LeBron Matthews
Georgia Tech Network Event

CCSSC is a division of

EVENT RENTAL GUIDE
706.649.1480 | events@ccssc.org

THE SPACES
Exhibit Gallery

Enjoy the museum after-hours for a fun
hangout for the team; a seated banquet; or a
reception. Capacity: Up to 200

Greenspace
This outdoor space provides an open canvas
to create a signature event. Capacity: Varies

Omnisphere Theater
Plan your next lecture here or enjoy a
planetarium theater show to take your guests
to the surface of the moon, mars, and
beyond. Over 15 shows available. Capacity:
Up to 110

Classrooms

Bring your next meeting to CCSSC for a
change of pace for your team. Presentation
tech included. Capacity: Up to 40

THE DETAILS
Event Add-On Options

Catering

CCSSC provides add-on options to your
event including guided tours of our exhibit
galleries and the WestRock Observatory;
telescope programs (weather permitting);
and interactive activities such as building
and launching air rockets!

Pricing
CCSSC prides itself on customizing events
based on customer needs and budget. Our
base rental pricing for spaces ranges from
$75 an hour for a daytime classroom rental
and up to $350 an hour (2 hour minimum)
for an after-hours rental of the exhibit
gallery for a reception or banquet. We look
forward to serving you!
READY TO BOOK YOUR EVENT OR HAVE QUESTIONS?

All catering must be coordinated through
Aramark’s Classic Fare Catering at Columbus
State University.
Phone: 706.507.8372
https://columbusstateuniversity.catertrax.com
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